
Closet Organizer with Drawers

Turn a basic closet into an organized closet by adding a center cabinet with drawers and shelves. This simple closet

organizer can be added to any closet with a shelf. It sits under the shelf and allows you to split the closet into two sections

for hang bars and/or add more shelves for storage.

Difficulty

Moderate
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Tools
Kreg Tools

Accu-Cut™

Wood Project Clamp - 6"

Kreg® Pocket-Hole Jig 720

Cabinet Hardware Jig

Drawer Slide Jig

Other Tools

Circular Saw (corded)

Miter Saw

Square

Table Saw

Tape Measure

Drill (cordless)

Nail Gun

Sander

Tape Measure

Materials
Wood Products

Board , 1x2 , 96"3

Plywood , 3/4" Thick , Full Sheet1

Plywood , 1/2" Thick , Half Sheet1

Plywood , 1/4" Thick , Half Sheet1

Hardware & Supplies

1 1/4" Pocket Hole Screws52

Wood Glue1

1 1/4" Finish Nails25

12" Drawer Slides4

Drawer Pulls4

Edge Banding1

1" Pocket Hole Screws32

2 1/2" Cabinet Screws8
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https://www.kregtool.com/shop/cutting/circular-saw-cutting/accu-cut/KMA2700.html
https://www.kregtool.com/shop/clamping/clamps/wood-project-clamp---6/KHC6.html
https://www.kregtool.com/shop/pocket-hole-joinery/pocket-hole-jigs/kreg-pocket-hole-jig-720/KPHJ720.html
https://www.kregtool.com/shop/cabinet-solutions/cabinet-drawer-shelf-jigs/cabinet-hardware-jig/KHI-PULL.html
https://www.kregtool.com/shop/cabinet-solutions/cabinet-drawer-shelf-jigs/drawer-slide-jig/KHI-SLIDE.html


Cut List & Parts
Cabinet Sides , 3/4" X 14" X 44"2

Cabinet Bottom/Shelf , 3/4" X 14" X 20"2

Back Support , 3/4" X 20" X 3"2

Large Drawer Front , 3/4" X 7" X 20 1/2"2

Small Drawer Front , 3/4" X 5 1/2" X 20 1/2"2

Face Frame Stiles , 3/4" X 1 1/2" X 44"2

Face Frame Rails , 3/4" X 1 1/2" X 18 1/2"6

Large Drawer Box Sides , 1/2" X 5" X 13"4

Large Drawer Box Front/Back , 1/2" X 5" X 16 1/2"4

Small Drawer Box Sides , 1/2" X 3 1/2" X 13"4

Small Drawer Box Front/Back , 3/4" X 3 1/2" X 16 1/2"4

Drawer Box Bottoms , 1/4" X 17" X 13 1/2"4
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Directions
Build the cabinet
Set your Kreg pocket hole jig for 3/4" thick material. Drill 4 pocket holes on each side (the 14" wide section) of the cabinet

shelf and bottom. Use wood glue and 1 1/4" pocket hole screws to attach the bottom to the cabinet sides so the top of the

bottom board is 1 1/2" above the bottom of the sides. Then attach the cabinet shelf so the top is 28 1/2" up from the bottom

of the cabinet sides. Make sure the cabinet is square.

1
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Add back supports
Add pocket holes to both sides of the back support pieces. Using wood glue and 1 1/4" pocket hole screws, attach one

support flush with the back of the cabinet just under the cabinet shelf. For the second support, attach it to the top back of

the cabinet box. If your closet organizer is being installed under a shelf that has a board supporting it, notch out the top

back of your cabinet to fit around it. Then attach the back support so it is flush with the top of the cabinet and the notched

out section.

2
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Build the face frame
Drill 2 pocket holes on each side of the face frame rails. Position them according to the drawing. Use face clamps to hold

them flush with the face frame stiles while securing with wood glue and 1 1/4" pocket hole screws.

3
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Attach the face frame
Place wood glue on the top of the cabinet box. Line the face frame up so the top is flush with the top and the top of the

shelf/bottom boards are flush with the top of the coordinating face frame rails. Secure it with finish nails into the cabinet

box.

4
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Add groove to drawer box boards
To add the groove for my drawer bottoms, I prefer to use my table saw, but you could use a router too. For the table saw, I

set the fence 1/4" away from the blade and set the blade to 1/4" tall. Then run the drawer box front/back and side boards

through. Then move the table saw fence a blade width further away from the blade and run the boards through again.

Repeat until the groove is the same width as the thickness of you 1/4" plywood.

5
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Build drawer box
Set the pocket hole jig for 1/2" thick material. Drill 2 pocket holes on the end of each of the drawer box front/back pieces

(both large and small). Make sure to drill the holes on the opposite side of the board as the groove so your pocket holes are

on the outside of your drawer, keeping them hidden. Secure two drawer box side boards to the ends of each drawer box

front with wood glue and 1" pocket hole screws. Repeat for all drawers.

6
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Add the drawer bottoms
Slide the drawer box bottom pieces into the groove.7
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Finish the drawer boxes
Attach the drawer box backs to close up the drawer boxes. Make sure the bottom sits into the groove. Secure with glue and

1" pocket hole screws.

8
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Finish the drawer fronts
To finish off the drawer fronts, add edge banding to the edges of the large and small drawer fronts cut from the 3/4"

plywood. Trim the excess flush with the plywood.

9
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Prep to install
Set your Kreg jig for 3/4" material. Drill 2 pocket holes on the inside top of the cabinet (facing up) to attach the cabinet to the

shelf above. These pocket holes are not meant to hold up the entire weight of the cabinet, but to help hold it flush to the

shelf above it for install.

10
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Install drawers
Install drawer slides using the Kreg drawer slide jigs. You will need to use drawer slide clips for face frame cabinets or add a

piece of scrap 3/4" thick wood inside the cabinet to make the back of the slide flush with the face frame. The drawers are

sized for slides that require 1/2" clearance on each side. Clamp the drawer fronts onto the front of the drawers. Secure the

drawer front with screws or finish nails in from the inside. Then use the cabinet hardware jig to add drawer pulls Make sure

the screws go through the drawer front and the drawer box.

Add shelf (optional)
If you want to, you can use some of the scraps of 3/4" plywood to cut 1 or 2 shelves for the open upper area. Use the shelf pin

jig to add shelf pin holes to the top and then cut shelves to fit. Line the front with edge banding for a finished look. We are

keeping the area open to create a vanity area for my daughter.

11

12
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Finish & Enjoy!
Sand and finish your closet organizer. We added an additional shelf to one side of it and split the hang bar to have a longer

section for dresses and shorter section for shirts. You can follow along on our complete closet makeover at

Housefulofhandmade.com!

13
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Install closet organizer
Hold your closet organizer up against the shelf. Check for plum and level. Use shims if needed to get level. Using 1 1/4"

pocket hole screws (for a 3/4" thick closet shelf), attach the front of the cabinet to the underside of your closet shelf with the

pocket holes drilled in the top of the cabinet. Then using 2 1/2" long cabinet screws, attach the cabinet to the wall into the

studs through the back support pieces. Make sure to secure the cabinet to the wall through both the back support pieces.

14
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